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Based on a theme by Warren Dicharry CM from the book To Live
the Word Inspired and Incarnate.

Initiative of God and our response

1/ The presence of God; our awareness of God

2/ The self revelation of God: our attention to the revelation

3/ God's call to us: our answer in faith, obedience

4/ God's work of salvation/liberation: our part and responsibility, gratitude,
humility

5/ God's offer of covenant: our part in faithful love

6/  God's consecration of  the people:  our life  of  purity,  commitment  and
prayer

7/ Our adoption by God: our response as children, in trust hope obedience,
love.
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Day one introduction
Introduction; 
Zeph. 3:14-18

Beginning a retreat it is always a good idea to identify who are
the  participants.  Are  they  members  of  a  group  or  individuals?  If
members of a group and there is a retreat leader, then the leader may feel
that she or he is just as much a participant as the retreatant. If you are
alone  and using this  booklet  as  a  guide,  it  would be wise to  keep  a
journal  to  ask  your  questions.  The  first  question  is  Why  make  this
retreat?

Some members  of  the  group may  be  present  simply  to  be  in
compliance with the rules of the Order? Others because they want to
have a rest from the usual routine of life? Some in a genuine desire to
work at their spiritual life and to get it in order, or to recharge the old
Spiritual Batteries? If the group is made up of religious, we may say;
"We are people who have chosen this way of life, the life of religion."
But, Did we choose or were we chosen? What is the purpose of this life?
To be come good religious? To become spiritual people living in this
world of here and now? Maybe something of all of the above. Perhaps
just to become more perfectly the followers of Christ, to come closer to
God,  to  learn  to  love  Him with  all  that  we  are?  Why?  For  a  better
standard of living, for prestige, a good education, security of life?

Whatever the original reason was it may not be the same reason
that we are still here today. I put it to you now that the real reason we are
here is to come to know God the Father more intimately by becoming
more perfectly the followers of Christ Jesus, led by the Holy Spirit!

If the Group comprises of Lay people, or individuals making a
solo retreat, then the above questions should be adapted to your personal
situation and the state of life of the individuals concerned, Married, with
or without children, Single,  young or old. Whatever the situation and
condition of the participants,  this is a serious task and should not be
undertaken lightly and is not really for novices in prayer. Still, I have
known  many  people  who  may  have  been  judged  to  be  novices  in
spirituality and prayer, but have turned out to be masters, when led with
care and given a chance to be themselves. In their simplicity and honest
searching for the truth, they have often taught me how to pray and to be
a true follower of Jesus.
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Introduction to the Participants
This  retreat  is  about  God's  initiative  and  intervention  into  our

lives. It is about his patient reaching out to us with a great longing in his
heart. It is about us learning about that love and learning how to respond
to it in a real and meaningful way.

This retreat is not about piety, useful as that is. Rather it is about
real spirituality. So what is that?

Spirituality is about the Holy Spirit's work in the world. How we
respond  to  Her  call,  gifts  and  graces.  Mostly  how  we  listen  to  the
promptings of  the Spirit  in  our hearts  to become more  human,  more
aware of the reality and condition of the human world we live in. It is to
become more like Jesus our Lord, to live our lives according to the will
of God our Loving Father. Real Spirituality is to be able to read the signs
of evil in the world to name them, confront it and be part of the healing
process that Jesus started. 

To be spiritual is to be led by the Holy Spirit and overcome the
temptations  of  the  world,  to  bring  life  and  hope  to  those  who  are
deprived of their basics human needs. It is to open the eyes and ears of
those blinded and deafened by the cruelty and inhuman, greedy, selfish,
power hungry society we live in. It is to bring the good news to the poor.
The news, that God loves and wants us to share his life eternally.

Jesus said that eternal life is this, To know God the father and His
Christ Jesus. (Jn.17:2-3) And then to love them and they will come to
you and make their home within you. (Jn.14:23)

'Knowledge'  is  not  just  about  the  intellect  but  also  a  lived
experience.  I  use  the  scriptures  to  check  and  confirm  one's  own
experience,  or  to  draw  out  of  one's  own  memories  of  events  and
encounters with God. We have all had many encounters but most are not
recognised at the moment nor always remembered later.

The core of the retreat is to develop a growing awareness of and
understanding  of  the  meaning  of  the  above  texts.  It  demands  asking
some questions  of  oneself  and  of  God and  then  contemplating  ones'
experience in the light of tradition and scripture. Contemplation for me
is that constant prayer, crystallizing my awareness of who God is and
who I am in Him and what my response should be.

You may feel like saying this is all very fine for you but I am just
an ordinary simple disciple, It is too high for me. I say that this is the
work of every one. Yes it is high but not out of our reach, otherwise
Jesus would not have commanded us to do it. Basically we must pray for
enlightenment and an openness to the will of God and a willingness to
search. I try to do this every day three or more times a day during the
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Office and at Mass and countless other times in my personal prayer.
On a personal level this retreat was designed to help me become

more aware of what I am praying and most importantly to whom I am
praying and why. It is my prayer that it will help you also in the same
way.

In the scriptures I have read that I must pray constantly Eph. 6:18
"pray  in  the  Spirit  on  all  occasions  with  all  kinds  of  prayers  and
requests." 1 Th. 5:17 "pray continually;" and I have heard it said that I
should make my work my prayer! Well that sounds like a good idea, but
it is so easy to lose the person and object of prayer while doing it. So I
recommend  the  use  of  the  Jesus  prayer and  so  to  literally  pray
constantly.  The repetition  of  the prayer  is  also an  aid to  the  kind of
contemplation I will be practicing during this retreat.

Setting the ground rules and terms 
before going any further it may be useful to clarify the terms I

will be using throughout this retreat. When I use the term Soul, I mean
the complete person, that is the combination of the physical body and
the spirit, mind and intellect.

When I use the term meditation, I mean the exercise of the mind
in discursive activity. For example taking a theme and turning it over
and examining it inside out within the mind. Or in another way one can
use a passage of scripture and imagine oneself within the scene, and so
develop new insights into the text. There are many other examples of
meditation but it is not needed to go through them all here.

Contemplation,  it  may sound to  be  obvious,  but  I  feel  that  it
should be stated from the outset.  Prayer  and Contemplation are  both
forms of communication. When one prays or contemplates, God is the
focus and the object and the partner of the communication / prayer. Why
we  do  it  is  simply  to  come  to  know  God,  since,  according  to  the
scriptures, that is the purpose and reason of human life. Knowledge of
God the Father, The Son, Jesus, through the Holy Spirit. 

In order to enter into the prayer of Contemplation at all, one has
to achieve a state of stillness, silence and solitude.

Now that doesn't mean I have to go around with a long miserable
face  ignoring everyone,  Charity  always  comes  before  rules.  The still
silent  solitude I  am speaking about  is  basically  an interior  condition,
which will be reflected in one's general behaviour and body language.

Take time out to try a listening exercise, become aware of all the
noise around us, note it and then listen again. Listen to the noise within
note it and then move on to make space for you to be in silence, to be
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still and in solitude. (Mt.6:5-6)
Take the scripture passages,  read them carefully and enter into

the emotion and mood of the writer. Doing this I pray whatever comes to
me allowing the feelings room to develop. I direct my prayer to Jesus or
to the Father or to the Holy Spirit as the moment suggests, but I try do it
with passion. I work up my emotions and allow them room to develop
and teach me what I really am feeling. Then I am not afraid to cry, to let
the tears flow. But I must beware of anger lest the Devil use it against
me. It is necessary to get through this stage of emotion and passion and
concerns before I can enter the state of calm dispassionate stillness, that
I need to be able to contemplate without distractions. (Ps.46:10 Ps.77:2
Ps.76:2 Ps.78:) Where my treasure is there also is my heart. (Mt.6:21)
Be calm and fearless in all things, since God is with me. (Ph.4:13) and
with him I can do anything. (see Crystallizing at the end of this booklet.)

I say all this because the enemy will try to stop me and make me
fall into temptation. The enemy will not play fair, he will use everything
he can against me, his most effective weapons are my own doubts and
my appetites. (see temptation of Jesus Lk.4:1-14) (Mt.4:1-11)

You all know how to pray and I am sure that you are all well on
the way to holiness, and I am sure that you have all heard of and even
tried many of the prayer techniques such as T.M., Yoga and so on. I am
not going to spend much time talking about techniques or methods, I am
more interested in the development of your relationship with God. If you
practice any particular method or style of prayer and they really help you
to communicate with God and do not become an end in themselves then
use them.

For myself I prefer the system that the Desert Fathers of the 2nd.
and 3rd.Centuries used. As I have already mentioned, it involves the use
of  the  repetitive  Mantra  prayer,  The  Jesus  Prayer.  It  requires  an
emptying of oneself emotionally and conceptually and so allowing room
for the experience of God within. Intellectual knowledge is not what we
are looking for here, rather that unexplainable experience of knowing by
feeling a presence, by being with, as lovers know when they look deep
into each-others eyes.

This is the mystical prayer of contemplation.
I don't expect to be transported into ecstasy every time I kneel

down to pray, but then I won't be too surprised if I am. It depends on the
grace of God. There is no need to pray for ecstasy, it is not important in
itself. What is important is to have only one desire and that is to know
the Lord. Remove everything else from one's mind and pray for true
awareness  of who Our Loving Father is, and who is the Lord Jesus?
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What did he endure for me (us).
This then is the prayer to start your contemplation.
Pray for the spirit of poverty and allow Him to fill you with this

wisdom and true love.
Above all during this retreat 
Live in the Present
Be present to yourself 
Be present to the world, 
Be Present to God.

Day 2, first talk

After the Liturgy of Morning Prayer. 

1/ The presence of God; and our awareness of 'I am who I am'.

Open the session with Ps. 139 
or Ben Sirach 42:15-43:1-33

God is present to himself.
God is present to all of creation.
God is present everywhere and at all times.
For God everything is immediate.

What do I mean by the statement that God is present to Himself?
What  does it  mean to be present  now? Usually people are rarely  in the
present. We are nearly always thinking about past events or worrying about
something in the future, this is especially true in our prayers.

Being in the present is something like this; I am here now, I know I
am here now, I am 'me' here and now, I am aware of this now, and I am
aware of what is going on now inside of me.

God says that his name is Yahweh, I am who am, I am what I am.
This is another way of saying He is present to himself. (Ex. 3:1-20)

He is always in the present, not in the past or in the future but here
and now. For God it is always now. This may be a hard thing for us to
understand, as we live from moment to moment in a progression of time.

God is present to all of creation! How do we know this? It is our
faith and belief that God created all that is. Also that he did not just create
and let it alone but that He continues to create and to sustain it, he holds it
up. Everything that exists has it's existence because of the presence of God.

In  the  history  of  humanity,  people  have  a  tendency  to  try  and
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rationalise  what  they  see.  The  complexity  of  nature  the  trees  the  grass
makes us think that things in the world are so orderly. They only seem to be
orderly since it is our minds that demand it so that we can cope with the
environment we find ourselves in and to make sense of it all.

Look at Gen. 1:1-2 There was chaos and the Spirit of God hovered
over the formless void, the primeval waters to bring order to creation. This
is what a child does in the first days of life after birth.

If for a moment you try to remember what it was like as a child, you
earliest  memories  of  the  world  around you.  Was  it  wonderful  or  was  it
chaos? If you can remember your earliest impressions after birth, all the
new things you were experiencing, all the new sights and sounds and smells
and tastes? At first it was all chaos, noises, strange colours and shapes that
moved into and out of sight. Gradually you learned to focus your eyes onto
moving  swirling  shapes  and  colours.  As  you became  aware  that  certain
shapes and certain noises came together, recognition of Mother and Father
developed.  You explored everything that came within your range of senses.
You wanted to taste it to touch it. All of nature wants to reach out to be in
contact with the world around it to put some kind of sense and order on
what is experienced.

As an example,  some time ago I  was sitting in  a  Koli  village  in
Pakistan,  watching  two  newborn  kid  goats.  They  were  jumping  up  and
down feeling their own bodies and exploring what they could do. They were
bounding up to everything that came into their sight, touching it with their
lips or with a hoofed foreleg, sometimes giving the object a butt with their
heads, or just trying to stand on top of it. The world is full of strange things
that don't make immediate sense. For an infant only few things are sure,
such as Mother and her milk.

For the human infant the world is less accessible compared to the
world of a kid goat. The world is scary, and the child is helpless and totally
dependent  on others  namely Mother -  Father,  for  everything.  But as  the
child begins grow up, from crawl to toddle and walk and gradually move
away from Mother  -  Father  to explore,  the world also grows.  The child
learns to see the sky, the clouds, the flowers and tiny insects. It learns what
is good to taste and touch, it learns what is bad or dangerous. It learns what
the  words  'don't  touch'  and  'hot'  and  'bad'  mean.  The  child  begins  to
understand  that  s/he  is  separate  from mother  and  from other  things and
starts to say 'Me' and 'I'. Our minds search out for order and purpose in the
chaos of the world, a world or universe where the child is at it's centre.

Something  that  has  always  interested  me  is  that  a  child  has  no
concept of beauty or ugliness, these are ideas that must be taught.

I have often seen in the villages small children in the arms of the
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elderly, totally engrossed in contemplating their faces. Old haggard looking
women or men with craggy, lined or pock marked faces,  often toothless,
faces that would normally horrify older more 'intelligent' children. I have
often tried to recapture the uninhibited open wonder and amazement of the
child. But for an adult it is not seemly to stare at the elderly. What does the
child see? I believe that what they see is beyond the purely physical, more
they see a life, a person, the inner reality of the man or woman. 

When I try to remember the first moment I realized the presence of
God.  I  recall  not  something  I  had  been  taught  rather  something  I
experienced as a child. It was a moment while in contemplation of an old
haggardly face and becoming aware that there was something else that was
behind or inside the face that was real. Somewhere, perhaps in the eyes, I
really don't know, I saw or rather 'felt' a young child looking at me with the
same intensity, lost in wonder at what he saw. This was not just the physical
face before me, there was something or someone else. Someone connected
the two of us, a friend, a companion, someone I could trust, someone not
always  visible,  something  more  real  than  normal.  I  think that  somehow
while looking into one-an-others’ eyes we could both see God, the divine
creator loving us both in each other. There was a new reality during those
moments when time and place no longer had any limits and sight was open
to seeing things from the inside and outside at the same time and to be able
to see myself from the eyes of the other.

But as I grew older I was taught to ignore my other reality and be
like everyone else. I learned not to see the inside of things, only to look at
the outside. Schools tried to teach me to ignore what could not be touched,
cut up, and examined under a microscope. It has taken a long time for me to
rediscover  what I  had experienced as  a child.  Once again nature for  me
speaks of the complex wonders of life, it speaks of an inner reality and a
creator and a plan.

Wis.. 7:22-30
Our hearts need intimacy and love.
We have the ability to be present to ourselves and the world around

us. We have the ability to communicate that presence to others. And so we
search for signs of others wanting to communicate with us. From this we
sense that  there is  something greater  here than what  we see.  There is  a
creative force at work. Not just something that set it all into motion, rather
something that is continually creating and tending. 

We believe that we are not here by chance alone. We can say that I
am real I am special and there is a purpose to my life.

But Life seems to be so short and hard it seems unfair, so that within
each of us there is a desire for a longer life, even eternal life.
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Along with that desire there is a need to hope in something more
than just this world. Someone who is greater than the sum of all of us and is
in control of the world someone who is interested in me and you and is
guiding us on a definite route of life.

Can  you  remember  the  first  time  you  became  aware  of  God's
presence?  As  a  child?  At  what  age?  One  may  remember  one's  parents
teaching about God, teaching one to pray, or through exposure to Church
liturgies, from others who tell us about God. 

We may even have some personal experience that compels us to say
I have been in the presence of God.

Who can experience the presence of God? only the saints or is this
experience open to everyone?

We are  told of  God by those  who say they know him, either  by
personal experience or through hearsay from others.

The usual way we become aware of God is through the stories we
are told. Mainly or loosely based on the Bible or the Word of God.

The word of God, is a title for the Scriptures that we are familiar
with, but it was not always so for the people of Israel. They came out of an
oral  tradition of stories passed on through the generations.  Stories of the
origin of a people. That had a special relationship with a special God. The
God Yahweh, was special in that Yahweh was the one that took the initiative
to contact people and become involved in the lives of sometimes reluctant
human beings. The stories came out of a lived experience of this personal
and group involvement. The experience of Yahweh's intervention in their
lives  was  often  unexplainable  in  human  language,  except  through  the
medium of Myth and Story images. These stories and myths were told at
gatherings and events of importance, to remind themselves of their history
as a people.  But their concept of history cannot be compared with ours.
Their  was not  a  technological  age and there was  not  the same need  for
scientific logic or historical impartiality as there is today. And so there is not
the same obsession with accuracy that we get so worked up about.

As a people the Tribes of Israel came into existence in about 1220
BCE with the exodus event and the figure of Moses.

The story of the origin starts with Moses being contacted by the God
Yahweh. 'He who is'. Moses is commissioned to set the Hebrew people free
from domination and slavery of the Pharaoh. Ex. 3:1-20 

This is a new experience of a God, different from all the others of the
time. This was no fertility God of the city culture, Yahweh is depicted as
male,  and  without  a  consort.  The  early  cult  of  Yahwism  understands
Yahweh  to  be  a  storm  god,  a  war  god,  a  god  of  the  wilderness.  In
description there is little difference to that of the Gods Baal or Elohim of
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Canaan except in character. Yahweh is shown to be also full of compassion
and love for the people in spite of their reluctance to follow the conditions
of the covenant that is made between them and God.

It  is  the  covenant  that  is  central  to  the  people's  history  and
relationship with Yahweh. From the earliest days to the present moment, the
covenant is still the feature that distinguishes all other religions from the
Yahwist faith, and with that the Decalogue or the Ten Commandments.

Reflections may be based of any of  the following but  the central
theme is "Know thy Self"

'Knowledge of God starts with knowledge of the Human' 1Cor. 2:10-
13.

Gen.2:4-5, at the time when Yahweh God made earth and heaven. 
 Jacob's dream Gen.28:10-22 
'Truly Yahweh is in this place and I did not know!'
Gen. 28: 18. Beth'el abode of God 'Gate of Heaven'. Ex. 3:2-5
Ex. 3:6-9 The burning Bush.
Ex. 13:21-22 Yahweh proceeded them, by day in a pillar of cloud...in

a pillar of fire to give them light,
Ex. 19:11-13 Yahweh will descend on mount Sinai.
1K.19:9-18  Elijah  in  the  cave...Yahweh  Saboath's  presence  in  the

light murmuring sound; 
Ps.11:7 the upright will stand in the presence of Yahweh and see his

face.
Liturgy of the Day
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Day 3 first talk

After Morning Prayer

2/ The self revelation of God: our attention to the revelation
The works of Yahweh

Knowledge of God starts with a knowledge of humanity! Know
thyself 1Cor.2:10-13, Wis.. 13:1-9

Jn. 17: 6 Learn to listen 1Sam.3:1-21
(Ben Sir.42:15-ff)  'I  shall remind you of the works of Yahweh,

and tell of what I have seen of His creation'... (Gen.1,2,) (Is.11: ff,) 'The
Spirit of Yahweh will rest on him, the spirit of wisdom and insight, of
knowledge and fear of Yahweh'... The wolf will live with the lamb,... For
the  country  will  be  full  of  knowledge  of  Yahweh  as  the  waters  
cover the sea.'

People  have  asked  me  how  does  one  experience  God's  self
revelation. My answer is usually in the reading of the text above. We can
see in all of nature the presence of God. And yet some people will use
the same reasons to deny the presence of God. It may depend on belief
or faith or on one's perception of reality.

God loves the world so much that he gives his only son for the
forgiveness of sins.

Jn.17:6. "I have revealed your name..."
Jesus came into the world for one thing, to reveal  the name of

God to the world. 
How does God enter into your lives now?
What are the images I have of the living God?
Loving  friend,  and  a  companion,  trust,  unconditional  love,

Father/Mother, caring provider you may ask as did Job.
Job 7:17 (NIV) "What is man that you make so much of him,

that you give him so much attention,

When I look at the images I have of the incarnate God, Jesus, I
have to ask the question Why? Why would He be interested in coming to
live  among  us  in  this  transient  world.  Why  He  would  want  to  be
confined to time and space? What is it that is so important that He had to
come  and  be  one  of  us  in  order  to  save  us  from  our  selves?  Is  it
something to do with the state of creation itself? Could it be that this
world  is  something  so  wonderful,  something  Yahweh  sees  as  so
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important that He will go to any length or take any risk to preserve it. It
is  unthinkable  that  God  would  or  could  be  possessed  by  his  own
creature, but what He made, He made good and He loves it. (Jn.3:17.)
Yahweh, the Father loves the world so much that He sent his only son
into the world to be as we 'are'! He is prepared to risk even Himself, if
that is possible.

What do I mean by risk?
He becomes subject to the Law and becomes sin for us. Think of

the risk that God takes by becoming Man. Jesus came as a child helpless
and dependent.  Why? He Loved the world so much! What  is  special
about the world that he would take that risk?

Here  I  must  explain  my  understanding  of  the  Trinity  and
Yahweh's relationship to creation.

God is complete Wholeness,  that  Knows Self  perfectly.  In the
emptiness, before creation of things, God speaks the Word. The Word
perfectly,  completely  and  wholly expresses  Self  --  that  It  is  the  Self
perfectly, wholly and completely. And Self knowledge, realising its total
dependence on God, and in a totally perfect act of self giving, returns to
the 'Father',  to  be united wholly as  One.  This  act  of  self  giving and
acceptance, is the spirit of Love and bond of completeness.

Creation is the Reflection, and or Echo of the Word in Emptiness.
It is an echo or reflection of the Word of God, and as such it has an
imperfect concept of the expression of Self. It has its being in the Trinity
and  its  action  of  expression,  self  giving  and  acceptance  in  unity,  is
imitated in its being as creation strives to be united with the complete
oneness of God.

Humans, being conscious, are able to do more than just strive for
unity as nature does. humans have the ability to accept the Word Of God
in its soul, in its completeness. We can incarnate the Word within the
emptiness of self-knowledge and return to the 'Father' in perfect unity.
(Jn. 10:30) (Isa. 45:15ff)

Isa 25:6-8  On this mountain Yahweh God Almighty will
prepare a feast  of  rich food for all  peoples,  a banquet of  aged
wine-- the best of meats and the finest of wines. On this mountain
he will destroy the shroud that enfolds all peoples, the sheet that
covers  all  nations;  he  will  swallow  up  death  forever.  The
Sovereign Lord will wipe away the tears from all faces; he will
remove the disgrace of his people from all the earth. Yahweh has
spoken.
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2 Cor. 3:17-18 (NIV) Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where
the  Spirit  of  the  Lord  is,  there  is  freedom.  And  we,  who  with
unveiled faces all reflect the Lord's glory, are being transformed
into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the
Lord, who is the Spirit.

And all of us, with our unveiled faces are like mirrors reflecting
the glory of the Lord, and are being transformed into the image that we
reflect in brighter and brighter glory; (Rm.8:22-27) Creation as we know
it has been groaning as in labour pains... waiting for the children of God
to be revealed and set free in the spirit... the spirit comes to help us in
our weakness to make our petitions for us, making us God's holy people
in accordance with the mind of Yahweh.

Jesus,  while  he was in the world,  in  the confines  of  time and
space, was always in complete awareness and unity with the Father. He
was able, through love, to let go of all that he is, in order to become
nothing, No-Thing and united as one with God.

I can look at Jesus' predictions of his death and resurrection and
see  his  self  forgetting.  Contemplate  the  agony  in  the  Garden,  the
betrayal, trial and death. Jesus was always able to at any moment walk
away  or  to  turn  this  world  upside  down,  but  he  detached  himself,
emptied himself, let go of the self to the extent of accepting a violent,
humiliating and cruel death. Yahweh, God the Father, on His part, had
also let  go and withdraw completely.  And in His emptiness and No-
thingness, accepted completely the self giving sacrifice of His Son.

The  demand  of  real  love  between  Yahweh  and  humanity  is
dependent on freedom and on a certain equality between the partners.
But humanity can never achieve true equality with God unless there was
some way to make humans as divine as God.

It  is  only  in  the  poverty  of  total  emptiness  that  creator  and
creature can meet and become one in equality.

(Phil 2:6-8) Jesus, Who, being in very nature God, did not
consider  equality  with  God  something  to  be  grasped,  but  he
emptied himself, taking the very nature of a slave, being made in
human likeness. And being found in every appearance as a man,
he humbled himself and became obedient to death-- even death on
a cross!

Jesus  the  God  Man  risked  everything  even  Life  to  bring  us  to
Himself. He taught us how to become empty and so in His emptiness we
can meet as equals.
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Self emptying is a long process starting with recognising the self -
ego,  becoming  aware  of  all  that  prevents  real  communion  with  God,
continually naming it until it fades and is no longer dominant in one’s life.

Liturgy of the Day.
Reflections on being called by God.
Gen.12: Call of Abram
Ex.3: Call of Moses
Jgs.6: Call of Gideon
Jgs. 13: Birth of Samson
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Day 4 first talk

After morning prayer

3/ God's call to us: our answer in faith, obedience

Jn. 1:35-42, 'Where do you Live Rabbi?'(Koli Greeting)
How do we see our call by Yahweh?
Lv.. 19: 1-18 The call of the people.
Gen. 17:1-12 Lk.5:1-ff
What are our experiences of intimacy with this special God, do they

correspond with those of times long gone or are they something new and
unique? Is our call any different from that of the prophets and saints of old? 

Christ  attacked  the  unjust  structures  of  his  day,  the  systems  that
caused oppression and suffering. He challenged ideas that had once been
created in the belief that they were for the good, but had degenerated into
forms of self imposed slavery.

What does that say to us today? Do we look forward towards the
promised land of Yahweh's kingdom, or do we keep looking behind us or
pining for a time that  has gone, longing for the good old times of solid
structures and security of Egypt.? Or do we live in the present?

The kingdom of God is like the steward who takes out of the store
room things old and new. much of the old traditions still have value and the
wisdom tried and tested experience, if we are able to look at the heart of
their meaning. As with the charism of the founders of your community, who
still live on in your constitutions and rules. Look at the conditions and times
and the spirit that formed them and compare them with the spirit of today.
By  way  of  example,  the  monastic  life  was  formed  to  help  individuals
become Holy. 

To some extent I dealt with the understanding of what it means to be
holy in the previous chapter. What it does not mean is the popular notion of
plaster cast piety. Or of relating only to the 'religious life'. What is meant by
holy is to be whole, complete, at one with self and God. To know oneself
fully and to be at ease in one's environment. 

The rule was intended to be a structure  that  liberated the person,
giving the freedom and time to devote oneself to prayer and contemplation.
Work was a part of the life, providing a physical expression of that prayer
and devotion. It also helped to provide for the needs of the community or
the people in the area, and was a way of exercising the command to practice
charity and love of one's neighbours. The physical and material needs of the
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community were the responsibility of some appointed individual, as was the
abbess or abbot intended not only to be the ruler of the community but one
at the service of the others. The weekly or in some cases the daily chapter
meeting was the forum for every member to exercise his or her  right to
share  insights,  ideas  and  recommendations  for  the  good  order  of  the
community.  Every  community  was  supposed  to  be  a  model  church
reflecting  not  the hierarchy but  the lay  calling to  perfection. But  as  it
always was with the Israelites, so with the church, works of charity can lead
to  rationalisation  of  priorities.  Work  can  be  real  prayer,  but  it  can  also
become an end in itself, especially in these days when the need to help the
poor is so urgent and seemingly endless.

The difficulties of living together in a community stem largely from
each individual not being at ease in the situation, of not being able to listen
with the heart  to one's companions. I may say I find it  hard to live with
others. But do I ask if they find it hard to live with me? What I criticise in
others may be the very things that they criticise me for. 

Some questions for you is to ask:
 What are your priorities today? Why are you Sisters-Brothers, Priests? 
 What  makes  you  different  from  secular  women/men  dedicated  to

whatever professions you undertake?
 Is  there  something  different  in  the  way  you  work  for  the  poor,

something you can do that a secular group of women/men cannot? 
 Are you dedicated to the task of becoming Holy and helping others to

find their holiness?
 How is Yahweh involved in your lives as an individual and as a group? 
 In what ways can others see that,  how do you share that experience

with others, are you part of the continuing living word of God in the
world today. 

 Is your story becoming part of the ongoing journey of involvement with
the living trinity God Yahweh?

You are  part  of  a  foundation  based  on  a  need  to  respond  to  the
suffering of the poor, out of a faith experience. You share a common faith
and a desire to respond to the call of Yahweh to be holy as Yahweh is holy.

Again ask what is holiness for you? To be complete, whole, perfect,
to know the truth and to live by it, trying to live justly, honestly accepting
yourself and others as God does? Is it coming to know God, learning how to
receive and return that unconditional love, directly or through your service
to others?

Look at the call of others in the scriptures. What were they called
from,  and  what  were  they  
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called to do?
Noah, Gen.6: 13-22 Gen.9:1-7
Moses, Ex.3:7-20.
The people of Israel: Lev.19:1-18
Deborah Judges 4:4-10
Gideon, Judges 6:11-24
The prophets, Nehemiah: 1:1-11 , Isaiah,6:1-13, Jeremiah 1:4-19, 
The disciples/ apostles Mt. 4:18-22 Mk.1:16-20 Lk.5:1-11 Jn.1:35-42

Acts 1:15-26. Acts 9:1-9 
How do you know that your call is from God?
What are  you called from and to do today what is  your response

today. 

Liturgy of the day.
Readings for the next day
Salvation: Col.1:18-23 1Tim.2:3-7 Rom. 8: 18-25 ,Rom2:1-19  2Cor.

6:1-3
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Day 5 first talk

4/ God's work of salvation/liberation: our part and responsibility,
gratitude, humility

Open with 1Tim. 2:1-8
1 Tim 2:1-8 (NIV)  I  urge,  then,  first  of  all,  that  requests,

prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for everyone-- for
kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet
lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God
our  Saviour,  who  wants  all  men  to  be  saved  and  to  come  to  a
knowledge of  the truth.  For there  is  one God and one mediator
between God and men, the man Christ Jesus, who gave himself as a
ransom for all men--the testimony given in its proper time. And for
this purpose I was appointed a herald and an apostle--I am telling
the truth,  I  am not  lying--and a  teacher  of  the  true  faith  to  the
Gentiles.  I want men everywhere to lift  up holy hands in prayer,
without anger or disputing.

(Hos. 2:22)

A word or two about the setting of this text may be helpful in putting
some perspective on today's topic. The context of this letter is that Timothy
was in Ephesus as overseer (Bishop) of the Christian community there. It
was a stressful time and there was some opposition to the way of Christ
from the local people as well as from the authorities, and not to mention the
dissension from within their own ranks. 

The way of the world is to use violence to put down opposition or to
control a population. The Church needs to have some security and peace in
order to live and grow. At that time there was danger that the people may
have  looked  on  the  worldly  norms  and  ways  as  a  means  of  achieving
security and order. That would have been a form of slavery to the standards
of the world. Paul, in this letter is reminding the Church to pray for their
enemies and not to submit to the cult of violence.

The Christian thing to do is a better way of overcoming evil and
violence. However, it does have a price. Jesus was crucified. Even so He
overcame the evil by rising from the dead. Now we have knowledge and
truth  in  Christ.  Jesus  speaks  to  God for  us  and  with us.  Jesus the  only
mediator between God and humanity is himself a perfectly real human and
is the truth of life for us...
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Jn.3:11-21 Jn.8:31-32
When we say that Christ is our Saviour what are we saying, what do

we mean by being saved?
Salvation  has  many  different  meanings  for  many  people.  In  the

Biblical sense it means freedom; from slavery, oppression, an awakening to
who we are.

The idea of salvation holds the sense of making for  us or setting
before us choices that we can only make in freedom!

Love cannot be given or demanded a slave. Love is at the core of our
faith  in  God.  Yahweh  is  the  God  who  sets  us  free  through  his  own
intervention into our lives. His Love for us is unconditional, but when we
respond to that love He demands more from us - Responsibility.

People, who live on a farm or in a city, have limited horizons. Many
forces that restrict their lives govern them and often instead of the security
they feel they should have, they are filled with fear and superstition.

Nomads or  travelling  people on the other  hand have  much wider
horizons and enjoy a freedom of movement unencumbered by the bricks
and mortar of the settled landowners. For them when the seasons change
they can move on to new pastures and they realise that their God is still with
them, not being confined to a city temple or shrine.

The origin of Israel started as disparate tribes bound to the land that
served  larger  cities.  In  short  they  were  an  oppressed  people,  under  the
domination of Pharaoh and his vassal kings in Palestine. Perhaps through
revolts and escape of groups of people into the wilderness,  they became
known as the Apiru (Hebrew). These and the groups led out of Egypt and
their experience of God in the desert, formed a new people of Israel. Ex.13-
17: Ex.14:1-31 Ex.15:1-18 Jos.24. 

The  central  unifying  event  was  their  escape  from  Egypt  and  the
threat  of  destruction  from  Pharaoh.  For  the  Moses  Group  this  was
reinforced by the Passover and crossing of the sea event. On a later more
spiritual interpretation the event was seen as salvation from slavery to the
City culture and their fertility cults.

Israel had to relearn their origins as a wandering people or groups of
tribes in the desert.  Learning how to recognize God in all places  and to
depend on God for all of their needs.

The  formation  of  the  Tribal  Federation  and  a  workable  form  of
egalitarianism came into existence in the story of Joshua 24:14-28.

Josh  24:14-28   "Now fear  Yahweh  and serve  him with  all
faithfulness.  Throw  away  the  gods  your  forefathers  worshipped
beyond the  River  and in Egypt,  and serve  Yahweh.  But  if  serving
Yahweh seems undesirable to you, then choose for yourselves this day
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whom  you  will  serve,  whether  the  gods  your  forefathers  served
beyond the River, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land you are
living. But as for me and my household, we will serve Yahweh." Then
the people answered, "Far be it from us to forsake Yahweh to serve
other gods! It was Yahweh our God himself who brought us and our
fathers  up out of  Egypt,  from that  land of  slavery,  and performed
those  great  signs  before  our  eyes.  He  protected  us  on  our  entire
journey and among all the nations through which we travelled. And
Yahweh drove out before us all the nations, including the Amorites,
who lived in the land. We too will serve Yahweh, because he is our
God." Joshua said to the people, "You are not able to serve Yahweh.
He is  a  holy  God; he  is  a  jealous God.  He will  not  forgive your
rebellion  and your  sins.  If  you  forsake  Yahweh  and serve  foreign
gods, he will turn and bring disaster on you and make an end of you,
after he has been good to you." But the people said to Joshua, "No!
We will serve Yahweh." Then Joshua said, "You are witnesses against
yourselves  that  you  have  chosen  to  serve  Yahweh."  "Yes,  we  are
witnesses," they replied. "Now then," said Joshua, "throw away the
foreign gods that are among you and yield your hearts to Yahweh, the
God of Israel." And the people said to Joshua, "We will serve Yahweh
our God and obey him." On that day Joshua made a covenant for the
people, and there at Shechem he drew up for them decrees and laws.
And Joshua recorded these things in the Book of the Law of God.
Then he took a large stone and set it up there under the oak near the
holy place of Yahweh. "See!" he said to all the people. "This stone
will be a witness against us. It has heard all the words Yahweh has
said to us. It will be a witness against you if you are untrue to your
God."  Then  Joshua  sent  the  people  away,  each  to  his  own
inheritance.

In the covenant of the Tribes they had to choose the way of Yahweh
or the way of the people of the land. This was the way Israel was saved
from slavery to Pharaoh by Yahweh. But it was not an easy task even for
God. People can get used to slavery. It can become so much a part of one's
life  that  the  prospect  of  freedom and self  responsibility  seems to  be  so
frightening that  many people prefer  to remain in the perceived safety of
slavery.  Israel  was always  crying  for  the good old days of  security  and
plenty in the Land of Egypt. How often did the people led by Moses want to
return to Egypt, Ex.14:10-13, Ex.16:1-12, Nm.14:1-9. Nm.11:18-20

When they were eventually led into the promised land, they were
warned not to become slaves of the land, Deut. 8:7-20. or of one another.
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Yet they were quick to create structures that were designed to make them
feel  safe and comfortable.  But it  was these very structures and laws that
became a trap and a new form of slavery, oppressive and restricting any
genuine response of love to God's call. Our structures and laws were created
to serve us, to free and protect us from the dangers that exist in every human
society. But is it Gods' will that we should become slaves of our structures
and should anyone be sacrificed to them?

Lv.25. Ex.20:1-21, Lv.. 19. 
Amos 5:21-27  "I hate, I despise your religious feasts; I cannot

stand your assemblies.  Even though you bring me burnt offerings
and grain offerings, I will not accept them. Though you bring choice
fellowship offerings, I will have no regard for them. Away with the
noise of your songs! I will not listen to the music of your harps. But
let  justice  roll  on  like  a  river,  righteousness  like  a  never-failing
stream! "Did you bring me sacrifices and offerings forty years in the
desert, O house of Israel? You have lifted up the shrine of your king,
the pedestal of your idols, the star of your god -- which you made for
yourselves. Therefore I will send you into exile beyond Damascus,"
says Yahweh, whose name is God Almighty.

Today  we  are  the  people  of  God  by  the  fact  of  being  Christ's
disciples.  The truth we are told will set us free.  For us who are Christ's
disciples Jesus is the truth. (Jn.8:32-36.) We, or rather our faith comes out of
the  same  Yahwistic  tradition  as  described  above.  Christ's  message  and
Christ himself is the fulfilment of the law. Christ reveals not only ourselves
our  true  nature,  but  also  reveals  the  true  nature  of  God  as  Father.  The
message is one of love and freedom from enslavement, death and fear. The
message  of  salvation  is  freedom  from  both  physical  and  spiritual
enslavement. It is a message of life in Christ and the Father through the gifts
of the Holy Spirit into real Joy, leading to true holiness. Eph.1:3-14 Jn.1:12,
Rm.7, Rm.8:14-17. Rom. 8:18-25 

Let us strive to know Yahweh. Hos. 6:1-6 Mt.12:7-8. 
What is our true nature? Do we know what the ground of the soul is

that deep abyss of the self? Is there such a thing as an Universal Human
Nature?

Who Am I? 1Sam. 9:18-24 Hos.11:1-9
What does salvation mean for you today? Hos.2:22-25 1Sam. 15:22.

From what are we saved and into what condition are we delivered?
What do you understand by Sin?
Love? The opposite of Love?
Liturgy of the day
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day 6 first talk

5/ God's offer of covenant: our part in faithful love
Mt. 5:38-49,  Deut. 6:4-5,  Lev.19:18. Hos. 2:20-25

Luke 10:25-28 (NIV) On one occasion an expert in the law stood
up to test Jesus.  "Teacher," he asked, "what must I do to inherit
eternal life?" "What is written in the Law?" he replied. "How do
you read it?" He answered: "'Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all
your mind' ; and, 'Love your neighbour as yourself.'" "You have
answered correctly," Jesus replied. "Do this and you will live."

From the question in the text above, 'what must I do to inherit eternal
life?'  we see the answer given is to live out the commandments of love,
which is the heart of the covenant.

Tracing the history of covenant from Noah and the responsibility for
all life and the sign of the arc, to Abram, his call out of the city, to Moses
and his call to lead his people out of the city to a new life, are all events
showing that  it  is  God who is seeking us out and it is  on His initiative.
Why?

It often makes me wonder why does God keep on going to all that
trouble to get us to be His people when we give so little response. Binding
covenants are usually made between equal partners, but in all of these cases
it is a mystery why God would want to bind Himself to us in such a way? 

Covenant  between God and Humanity,  especially  with his chosen
people is a bond of Love. The Symbols of the rainbow, circumcision, the arc
of the covenant, the commandments as a code of conduct and worship are a
text or handbook in the art of loving ad of learning to love each other and
God. The Eucharist  is  the expression of that  love and a reminder of the
blood bond between us. The covenant with the God of love and life means
the active reverence of life and the living, to care as Yahweh cares.

Ex.24:1-11
Ex. 20:1-ff The Decalogue as a code of Law, was not entirely new,

the ethical laws were already established as a legal code of a community of
peasant  shepherds  that  had  property  and  land.  In  some areas  it  was  the
common tribal law of the nomadic tribes that could be found as far away as
India. The Decalogue as we have it, was produced in the early Covenant
period, and joined the social code to the act of worship of Yahweh. This was
the  central  religious  significance  for  Israel,  in  that  it  included  social
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responsibility as one act of religion. The Decalogue re-defined the meaning
of worship and religion. The main significance of the Decalogue was its
function. That function is life and living in the land with Yahweh as their
God.  The expected  human  response  was  to  keep  a  sign  before  them to
remind  them  of  the  holy  pact  with  Yahweh,  the  Arc,  the  circumcised
foreskin, the command to care for one another. 

People became the main concern and the value of money and power
were secondary. It placed the covenant on a loyalty level. The covenant was
therefore not only vertical, but horizontal also, as a pledge to one's fellow
covenant partners, to look after them not just out of duty or obligation but
more as an act of love.

Yahwism was a call out of Paganism into an ethical religion lived out
as a covenant loyalty and on a mutual assistance level. On a socio-political
level, the significance of Yahwism was in the part it played as an anti-feudal
movement. Equally it  was in its call for an egalitarian society where the
only king was to be Yahweh. Through the practice of Social Justice, and the
concept of one law and one people under one God, the movement towards
monotheism became  a  natural  and  logical  development.  As  long  as  the
principles of the covenant were observed, the people were prosperous and
lived in relative peace and security.

The first commandment is the demand not have any other God but
the  Lord.  This  is  not  a  statement  of  monotheism,  only  a  demand  for
exclusive worship of Yahweh.  The second is not to make any images of
God. The third is not to misuse the Holy Name of God but to keep it sacred.
The fourth, to keep the Sabbath day sacred since God rested on the seventh,
but in Dt. the command adds that the people should remember that once
they were slaves in Egypt and that God freed them. He wants them to rest
on the Sabbath because they have to remember that through slavery to work
and to their pockets they will forget about God. One keeps the keeps the
Sabbath Holy because it is a time to rest and be re-created and to get to
know God. 

Honour your father and mother has the rider, so that they will live
long in the land.  One's  father  and mother gave life  as God did,  so they
deserve honour and in giving it we honour God. These commandments are
the minimum expected of a Godly people. They are the response expected.
Why? If we love God, then these are no longer commands that need to be
enforced, they become an expression of love. 

The rest  of the commands are only what is  expected of one who
worships the Lord of Life, you shall not kill, how could anyone kill if life is
what one holds dearest? You shall not commit adultery, what is adultery? It
is the breakdown of Faith between marriage partners. Marriage is a contract
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of faith between Man and woman, it  is  also the symbol of the covenant
between God and Man. So to have an affair with a person not one's spouse,
is like leaving God and chasing after other Gods and cheating on him.

You shall not steal. is more correctly translated you shall not kidnap,
or enslave another. Why would anyone lie if we truly worship the truth? It
stands to reason that if we live close to God who is truth, lying would be
unthinkable. 

Everything  in  this  world  has  been  given  for  everyone,  so  there
should be no need to steal, there is enough for everyone if we are just and
fair with the resources and produce of the world. If we really love God and
each other as we should then we would make sure that no-one was ever in
need.  Don't  set  your  hearts  on  other  people's  goods  and  property,  these
things  are  sacred  to  their  owners.  It  doesn't  mean  that  we  cannot  have
property or possessions, but we should not become obsessed by them since
there is a danger that we become possessed by them and that would be a
form of idolatry.
The Decalogue is seen to be the basis of all true worship of God Yahweh.
What happened after the institution of the Covenant is a matter of history
and interpretation by scholars, but the rest of the Scriptures, or the Word of
God, are really only a record of how well or badly the people adhered to the
concept  of  true  worship  of  Yahweh.  Today  in  Christ  we  have  the  new
command to:
(John 13:34) Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one
another.

The Covenant of Sinai speaks of loving God and Neighbour, the new
covenant  of  Christ  says there  is  more.  We must love as  he loved,.  That
means  that  we must  forgive,  we must  care,  we must  learn to  enter  into
Christ in all aspects of our lives and especially through knowledge of the
truth, freedom and the love of God for us.

Worship is an act of devotion - love, an expression of love - giving
the moment to the object of one’s love.

It may be vocal or a silent adoration, but it is always giving one’s full
attention in the present moment.

We through the covenant are bound to the living loving god Yahweh;
he wants us to be Holy to be as perfectly Human as we can be.
 Questions
 What is worship for you?
 Is the form of worship we have the way we want it to be today?
 What are the implications of living out this code of conduct?
 What are the promises God makes in the covenant? 
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 What is different in the New Covenant made in the Blood of Christ?
The sacraments.

 Is unfaithfulness in living by the Decalogue code sinful?
 What is the promise of eternal life?

Mt.  26:26-28  Acts.  13:32-41,  Heb.  8:6-12,  ||  Jer.  31:31-34,  
1Jn.2:3-11  Heb.  9:15-28,  I  shall  plant  my  law  in  their  hearts,  
Heb.  10:19-25  Response  of  the  new  covenant.  
Be sincere in heart... be concerned for each other...

Liturgy of the day
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Day 7 First Talk

6/ God's consecration of the people: our life of purity, commitment
and prayer.

Eph.3:14-19 
Grow in your inner self
The Sacred
Consecrated: to be Blessed by the love of Yahweh
For the loving use of God.
For the worship of Yahweh.

Eph. 1:17-23 (NIV) I keep asking that the God of our Lord
Jesus  Christ,  the  glorious  Father,  may  give  you  the  Spirit  of
wisdom and revelation, so that you may know him better. 18 I pray
also that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened in order that
you may know the hope to which he has called you, the riches of
his  glorious  inheritance  in  the  saints,  19  and his  incomparably
great power for us who believe. That power is like the working of
his mighty strength, 20 which he exerted in Christ when he raised
him from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly
realms, 21 far above all rule and authority, power and dominion,
and every title that can be given, not only in the present age but
also in the one to come. 22 And God placed all things under his
feet and appointed him to be head over everything for the church,
23 which is his body, the fullness of  him who fills everything in
every way.

2Tim.2:1-26
There is a natural progression of stages as per this retreat titles that

we go through to reach this moment - God consecrates us for something
special.

Through the covenant of the new order we become a people of
God. We are given rights and responsibilities. We follow certain rules that
set us apart from the world. We are people of a New Law, A Law of Love.
'To love as I have loved you.' said Jesus.(Jn.15:12-13)

We not  only  have  to  take  on  the  standards  of  Christ,  we  must
become like him in every way possible. This is taken a stage further when
through  the  sacraments  we  are  initiated  into  the  Body  of  Christ,  the
Church. Some people may challenge or question this idea as being only
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symbolic, I believe it is a reality that we have yet to fully realise. We are
Baptised into the name of Jesus. Through baptism we are given the Grace,
a special  gift  that  helps us to deepen what we are and to develop our
relationship with each other in and with God.

There is  perhaps a need for  training of some formal  kind as  in
preparation  for  vows,  orders,  marriage  etc.  to  help  us  grow  in  our
understanding of the commitments we make when we accept this gift. We
should only accept it with our eyes and hearts fully open.

It  is  a  Holy  commitment  with  responsibility  to  oneself,  God,
Community,  Church  etc.  We  must  know  self  through  the  spirit  and
through the spirit and have an experience in real life of God. Not just a
once in a life time event, but the awareness of God that leaves us open to
be touched by Him at any moment - and so be able to respond at that
moment.

(Rom 12:1-2) I urge you, brothers, remember God's mercy,
offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God--
this is your spiritual act of worship. Do not conform any longer to
the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind.  Then you will  be able to  discern  and approve  what
God's will what is good and acceptable and mature.

John 17:15-23 (NIV) My prayer is not that you take them out of
the world but that you protect them from the evil one. 16 They are
not of the world, even as I am not of it. 17 Sanctify them by the
truth; your word is truth. 18 As you sent me into the world, I have
sent them into the world. 19 For them I sanctify myself, that they
too may be truly sanctified. 20 "My prayer is not for them alone. I
pray also for those who will believe in me through their message,
21 that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I
am in you. May they also be in us so that the world may believe
that you have sent me. 22 I have given them the glory that you gave
me, that they may be one as we are one: 23 I in them and you in
me. May they be brought to complete unity to let the world know
that you sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me.

Jn.4:21-24 Worship in spirit and truth... Rom 8:14-17, "The
Spirit  himself  joins  with  our  spirit  to  bear  witness  that  we  are
children of God."

So what do I understand by being consecrated to God? It means to
be anointed.  To become one sent.  To become a Christ  for  those I am
among. In the old days it was the priest, prophet, and kings who were
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consecrated and set apart for service of the community. Today it is the
same, only now it is us who are consecrated to being temples of the Holy
Spirit. We are to become a holy nation, a people set apart and a new royal
priesthood, serving and reigning on earth to bring creation back into unity
with the Creator. 1Peter 1:1-2 we are consecrated to God and through him
in our confirmation 

The supreme crown of creation is the Human soul. The soul is the
combined body and spirit, the whole person that is somehow made in the
image of Yahweh God Himself.  This is  the greatest  of mysteries.  This
fragile human body, that is subject to so much illness and damage and
corruption, contains something immortal, which can contain the creator of
all  the  universe.  It  can  absorb  all  of  creation  and  be  absorbed  by  it.
(Rm.8:9-11) The Spirit of God has made a home in you.  

Mat  13:51-52  (NIV)  "Have  you  understood  all  these
things?"  Jesus  asked.  "Yes,"  they  replied.  52  He  said  to  them,
"Therefore every teacher of the law who has been instructed about
the kingdom of heaven is like the owner of a house who brings out
of his storeroom new treasures as well as old."

Think of the mind, a treasure house of thought and memories, the
body and all of its senses and abilities. Think of the wonders of creation
great and small.

Because of the influence of Greek philosophy and also more recently
through the works of thinkers like Descartes, we tend to separate the body
and spirit and look on the body, and all matter as being something bad and
even evil. But we must remember that God made everything that is, seen
and unseen. Which means that both physical and spiritual are intrinsically
connected and essential to each other.(Rom.7:14-25)  Does the body exist
without the spirit?  Does the spirit  come into existence  before  the body?
(Wis. 9:13-18) These are questions for the theologian and philosopher, but
they are important  to all  of us if  we are to relate  to the whole of God's
creation in the way it was intended. 2Cor.5:1-10

If I contemplate the use and purpose and beauty of each thing, it is
possible to be filled and enlightened by even more love and awe of the
creator. We are able to commune with creation simply because we are both
body and spirit, and so is everything else. Everything comprises of physical
matter and a spiritual nature that holds it together and connects it to the rest
of nature.

The  grandeur  and  beauty  of  the  universe,  are  there  to  be
contemplated  on.  The  wonder  of  its  stars  and  their  order.  (Ps.19)
Contemplation of the life that we know of and of possibilities that we can
only imagine, all this is as nothing and rises in the scales of God, (Ps.62:9)
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when compared to the incarnation of the word, Christ. And especially so
when marvelling at His self emptying, for our sakes.

Once the awareness comes that God is all wise, all knowing and all
powerful, the realisation also comes that we do have free will to chose Him
or to reject Him. 

(Luke  9:23-26)  Then  Jesus  said  to  them  all:  "If  anyone
would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross
daily and follow me. For whoever wants to save his life will lose it,
but whoever loses his life for my sake will save it. What use is it for
a man to gain the whole world, and yet lose or forfeit his very self?
If anyone is ashamed of me and my words, the Son of Man will be
ashamed of him when he comes in his glory and in the glory of the
Father and of the holy angels."

(Wis.  1:12-14)  Nothing  was  determined  to  be  evil  and
nothing was created evil in itself. 

 Wis.11:22-26-12:2 "The whole world, for you, can no more
than  tip  a  balance,  like  a  drop  of  morning  dew  falling  on  the
ground. Yet you are merciful to all, because you are almighty, you
overlook people's sins, so that they can repent. 

Yes  you love everything  that  exists,  and nothing you have
made disgusts you, since,  if  you hated something, you would not
have made it. And how could a thing subsist, had you not willed it?
Or how be preserved, if not called forth by you? No, you spare all,
since all is yours, Lord lover of Life! For your imperishable spirit is
in everything! And thus, gradually, you correct those who offend;
you admonish and remind them of how they have sinned, so that
they may abstain from evil and trust in you, Lord." 

Mk.10:28-31 Mt.19:10-12

From the above we may say that it was not God's will that the devil
should fall and be his enemy. But that his fall from grace can be and has
been turned to our advantage. This is yet another example of His power and
concern for us. The devil is permitted to test us according to our strength as
individuals or as a community. With the grace of God we can prove and
purify ourselves into something worthy of being in the presence of Yahweh
among the Angels in heaven. (2 Cor.5:1-9) (James 1:12-15) Using the same
power  that  our  Lord  used,  we  can  endure  and  overcome  Satan  and  his
temptations. That power is the power of Love and Faith and Hope. 1Cor.10:
2-13 Sir.15:11-20

In this wonderful work of contemplating creation, I come to see and
experience something of the love that God has for us. And by entering into
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this love I am restored to that condition we were made for, that state of
grace of being with the Lord. I must be prepared to admit my ignorance of
all things, trusting and accepting the wisdom of God as revealed through the
doctrine of the Church. I must also beware of those who claim to know
more than the Church, remembering that all authority was given to her by
Christ through Peter. (Jn.21:15-17, Mk.9:42-50, Mt.16:13-20, Jn.20:19-23)

The Church is not just the members or the hierarchy, it is also the
Spirit and Body of Christ. In some way it is greater than the sum of its parts.
Individuals  may have  unproportional  power  or  influence  for  a  time,  but
Christ is the reality that will always prevail.

What is Power? Jesus let go of his divine power and rejected the
human concept of power and through his refusal to resort to violence he
was more powerful  and dangerous to the establishment than any other
rebel force of the time.

Liturgy of the Day
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Day 8 First talk

7/ Our adoption by God: our response as children, in trust hope
obedience, love.

Mat 18:1-4 (NIV) At that time the disciples came to Jesus and
asked, "Who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?" 2 He called
a little child and had him stand among them. 3 And he said: "I tell
you the truth, unless you change and become like little children,
you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. 4 Therefore, whoever
humbles himself  like this child is the greatest  in the kingdom of
heaven.

It is said that we must accept the Lord like a little child, in simple
trust.  This  doesn't  mean  that  we  should  be  childish.  Rather  we  should
rediscover  that  which is changeless  in our personalities,  that  core in  the
centre of the I. What I mean is that elusive something which is the me that
once was an infant and is now me. The I that is not changed by the changes
in my body, and is the same regardless of the knowledge or the things or the
power or influence I have acquired. We must find that which is eternally I,
stripped  of  everything  that  is  extra,  body,  intellect  and  will,  empty  and
vulnerable, yet trusting and safe within the loving care of the Father.

(Rom. 8:14-19) The thrill of it, the stillness, the tears of contrition
and love. Now we can truly begin to contemplate the almighty creator, the
loving God that is our Father. It is not everyone who has the patience and
endurance to come to this stage.  But this is  what  I  believe prayer  is  all
about.

Gal.5:13-26 Jn.12:36
How do I come to this childlike trust and obedience that I am called

to? What more is needed, or has everything been said/ is it only that I am
putting off the implementation of all that I have studied by saying I still
need to search for more, Like the rich young man.

Mat 19:16-22 (NIV) Now a man came up to Jesus and asked,
"Teacher, what good thing must I do to get eternal life?" 17 "Why
do you ask me about what is good?" Jesus replied. "There is only
One  who  is  good.  If  you  want  to  enter  life,  obey  the
commandments." 18 "Which ones?" the man inquired. Jesus replied,
"'Do not murder, do not commit adultery, do not steal, do not give
false testimony, 19 honour your father and mother,' and 'love your
neighbour as yourself.'" 20 "All these I have kept," the young man
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said. "What do I still lack?" 21 Jesus answered, "If you want to be
perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to the poor, and you will
have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me." 22 When the young
man heard this, he went away sad, because he had great wealth.

Gal 4:1-11 (NIV) What I am saying is that as long as the heir is
a child, he is no different from a slave, although he owns the whole
estate. He is subject to guardians and trustees until the time set by
his father. So also, when we were children, we were in slavery under
the basic principles of the world. But when the time had fully come,
God sent his  Son,  born of  a woman, born under law,  to redeem
those  under  law,  that  we  might  receive  the  full  rights  of  sons.
Because you are sons, God sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts,
the Spirit who calls out, "Abba, Father." So you are no longer a
slave, but a son; and since you are a son, God has made you also an
heir.  Formerly,  when you did not know God,  you were slaves  to
those who by nature are not gods. But now that you know God--or
rather are known by God--how is it  that you are turning back to
those weak and miserable principles? Do you wish to be enslaved
by them all over again? You are observing special days and months
and seasons and years! I fear for you, that somehow I have wasted
my efforts on you.

John 3:16 (NIV) "For God so loved the world that he gave his
one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but
have eternal life.

2 Cor.5:16-21 we are a new creation begotten by God. 2Pet.1:3-5
Gal. 5:13, 16. We have been called to live in freedom and to live in

accord with the Spirit 
1Jn.3:1-10
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Notes on Crystallizing

Crystallizing is a natural process by which we pay direct attention to
one's inner feelings or to the  body sense of a problem or a situation  as a
whole. This is a process that was developed by Eugene Gendlin as a form of
person client centred therapy called 'Focusing'. I have taken it's principles a
step  further  to  integrate  it  with a  faith  in  the  Love of  Jesus.  This  faith
dimension is a belief that Jesus wants to be an active part of our healing and
growth in maturity.

A word or two by way of explanation to the background of this idea
would be helpful for those new to it.

The basis of Crystallization is the idea that our mind is more than
just the contents of our brains. The mind includes the whole body, in fact
the whole person. It is also a rejection of the duality of Greek thought. By
which I mean a separation of mind and body or spirit and matter. 

This old idea views matter and body as something less than ideal
even to calling them evil. It is the idea that spirit and mind are the higher
ideals that everything must strive to become. The idea of dualism accepts
equal but opposite powers of light and dark. It  sees the spirit  as being a
prisoner of the body and subject to it's corruption and sensual desires. My
reason asks if the body has desires then it has or is a mind and will. 

I hold the we are a complete living entity, spirit, mind, body, intellect
all of which make up the living soul, which is inseparable as long as there is
life. The mind, intellect is fed through the body and it's senses. Since God
created us good, and for life, our corruption in this life is a result of our self-
will and rebellion against life. a life in union with the Creator. A creator who
came  to  live  as  a  real  human  being.  Not  rejecting  the  limitations  and
experiences of the Body.

Returning  to  our  theme,  memory  for  instance  is  also  not  just  a
chemical function of the brain, it involves emotional and physical responses
in  the  body and  the  organs,  to  the  extent  that  remembered  pain  can  be
relived in the part of the body originally effected to a crippling degree. Fear,
triggers responses of the body that sometimes may result in super-human
strength or paralysis. 

Evoking such memories can repeat the physical response. You may
be stimulated into reliving a physical memory through a chance aroma, a
sound, a taste or through the sensation of touching a certain material.  In
other  words,  memory  is  a  record  of  events  that  we  have  experienced
through our physical senses. Often it is the body that remembers more than
the brain, especially emotional events.

I  ask  you  at  this  point  to  try  and  remember  some  emotional
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experience. Be still and allow the mind to recreate the event. If you are able
to do this and are able to pay attention to your physical reactions, you may
be surprised at how tight or tense you muscles have become, or how your
heart rate and blood pressure has changed. Your hands may have become
clammy, or very dry. You may find that there is a lump in your throat or
tears in your eyes. Every one reacts according to one's own character. This
reaction is never to be judged as right or wrong, it just is the way you are in
that situation. 

There is a part of us that through our early training and education,
judges our emotional responses. We often try to rationalise them, making
excuses to oneself. We tell ourselves that 'I should not be feeling like this'.
Or  maybe  some painful  event  feels  to  be  too  much  to  bear  alone.  The
answer we feel is to try and ignore it. 'Bury it deep down inside and perhaps
it will go away in time'. But they do not go away they just fester and grow
deeper and more painful because we refuse to confront the pain. The trauma
of  the  event  grows deeper  into our  unconscious  mind and  affects  every
similar encounter in our daily lives. This kind of reaction is not just a one
off  thing, it  becomes the normal response to fear,  pain and any difficult
situation we face daily. the little daily events accumulate with the larger and
fester and seethe away inside us crying out to be dealt with and have our
attention even for a moment. 

The things deep within us that prevent us from really opening up to
ourselves  and to the Lord.  It  is  what is  preventing us from trusting and
loving, not just others but ourselves.

Crystallization is a way of paying attention to the whole knowing
system of the Body; asking the whole person (NOT JUST THE HEAD)
what it is feeling. It stays with the body sense until it shifts or moves or
opens up.

This is part of the process of therapeutic change. Body sense is
what  you  feel  in  the  pit  of  your  stomach  or  in  a  tightening  gut
sensation in relation to how I am in the whole situation.

MOVEMENTS IN CRYSTALLIZING
1.Making Space:
Start by doing some simple relaxing exercise. Pray for the presence

of Jesus to be near.  Open your whole mind, not just the brain, rather the
whole person to where you are and what you are doing. Let your body sense
the burden that it is carrying. Allow all the clutter, distractions, fears, pains,
worries wash over you. Be gentle with what comes. You may want to assert
that everything is fine, and then wait to see what comes to the surface. Be
aware of the body sense of each concern- see how you feel in your chest
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and stomach, legs, shoulders etc. For each concern make a space, set it a
little  apart  from you for  now.  Imagine  yourself  putting each  one  into a
separate box and closing the lid. Tell it gently that you will come back to it.
Repeat this until you can say, except for these things I would be fine. You
have now a little breathing space in which to work.

2.Take one situation and crystallize it; Sit for a moment and savour
the sensation of space. Then let yourself sense bodily what the whole thing
feels like. What is not fine about this situation? Wait and attend to the body
sense.  Allow your situation to be one whole thing somewhere outside of
yourself,  a little distant, sort of out there. There are so many shapes and
sides, colours and sounds. Perhaps it is like a dark swirling crystal with all
of it's facets reflecting parts of your life and memories in the dark or in
cloudy haze.

3.Get a Word or Image for one concern
As you sit one of the concerns will make it's presence felt to you and

insist that it is urgent and demand attention. Allow it to come out of it's box
to you. Let it tell you what it is, it's name.

Perhaps it will be a quality word like "sticky" or "Jumpy" or "Heavy"
"A ball  of string".  It  may even name the problem or concern  in a  more
concrete way. But don't THINK for the word allow the word to form from
the sensation within.

4.Resonating 
Repeat the words or image with the body feeling. Say the word to

yourself and check to see if you get a sensation in your body that says 'yes
that is right'. If not, ask what would be right?

This is a good point to tell Jesus what is happening and to try to
explain  to  him  the  sensation  that  you  are  experiencing.  Stay  with  this
process until you get a label or a name on the sensation. Place the Label
before  you and  wait.  Be  conscious  of  your  body and  what  is  going on
inside. How tense are you, are you breathing normally is there any tightness
or pain anywhere. Has anything changed as you name the concern or tell
Jesus about it? At first there will be a very slight body response but perhaps
after  some resonating again there will  be a loosening or a  body shift  or
stirring.

5.  Asking the Body in order to get a felt shift. You may ask your
body some of the following questions:

What is all this about? What is the worst of this whole thing? What
needs to happen? You can ask the same of Jesus and he may ask you in turn
is this really what you are feeling?

Your  mind  always  answers  very  quickly  and  this  is  usually  old
information  or  rationalisation.  But  you don't  want  an  answer  from your
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head. Answer from your heart with a felt response that is real. It is important
to recognize what you are experiencing and to be able to name the feeling
from the sensation itself.. Then wait for your body to answer. The felt sense
itself will stir, shift or open. it will answer.

6.Making a good space for whatever comes. Let yourself be there
with it. dismiss self-criticism, try to be friendly towards what comes.

Let your body sense speak to you. What feels like fresh air? Try to
sense what direction is right. Check that direction with Jesus. You will feel
differently, you will sense a kind of resolution. Perhaps you can deal with it
in a new way knowing that you are not alone in this work.

Using this method of getting in touch with one's feelings, by making
space within, self knowledge and confidence will grow. Healing the pain of
suppressed feelings and concerns leads on to crystallizing one's prayer in
the heart.

In  normal  times  of  prayer,  there  are  often  many  conflicts  and
problems clouding or cluttering up the mind. The clutter makes it almost
impossible to concentrate or to really express what one is feeling. There is
need to clear up this clutter and these distractions. This cleaning up can be
called crystallizing the self.

So  a  short  summary  of  the  above.  Begin  by  regulating  one's
breathing and opening the whole mind, not just the brain, the whole person.
After a moment call on Jesus to be with you, to guide and help you pray
well. 

Allow all the clutter, distractions, fears, pains, worries to wash over
you and say 'it is all right, we will deal with it all'. Ask yourself what does it
feel like. And from the confusion allow the feeling take a form. Isolate the
first form that comes, allow it to take a shape. Do not force a shape on to it,
let the feeling do it for you. When there is a shape, do not be concerned if it
is unrecognisable, let the feeling name itself. Test the name by repeating it
to yourself. Then ask yourself is this a real concern, is it urgent? If it is not
urgent, imagine yourself holding the concern in your hands and placing it
gently in a box, telling it " I need some space, I will come back to you". Or
you could offer them all to Jesus one by one. Naming each concern and
describing the feeling to him. Jesus in turn will ask you 'Is that really what it
feels like?' Answer him from your heart, explaining in more detail until you
feel at ease with your concern. 

Repeat the process until an urgent concern is isolated. If something is
felt to be urgent, stay with it and feel it. Allow it to crystallize in its shape
and form. Then ask Jesus to help you. Hold the crystallized shape in your
hands and name it as described before. Ask it what it is. Ask what would
make it feel OK. Don't try to rationalise it, allow your whole person to sense
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it and let the answer come from the whole. Invite Jesus to help you stay
with the concern or problem especially it something painful or frightening.
Explain to him what is happening, name the concern asking if that is really
the problem. If  the name fits  there  may be a slight  sensation  of  a  shift
somewhere inside. Again ask the concern what is needed to make it right or
to heal it. There could be a sensation of a shifting with the body, if so repeat
the naming process until it really does feel right.

Once a concern is no longer that urgent, or even healed, the others
can be dealt with in the same manner until a space of calm is created. Then
your prayer of contemplation can begin with a gentle sense of thanksgiving
and peace of heart. A peace that comes from knowing that Jesus is there
with you always.
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